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Abstract: Artists are often seen as innovators and producers of creative and extraordinary new
ideas. Additionally, experiencing art and artistic processes is an important opportunity for learning
and exploration. Thus, corporations and scientific organizations have experimented with initiatives
that generate artscience collaboration, such as fellowships, long‐term collaborations with artists, and
artist‐in‐residence programs. Looking at outcomes in the long‐term, it is possible to identify
important contributions to scientific, technological, and artistic fields that stem from artscience
collaboration opportunities in organizations. On the other hand, it is often difficult to define
immediate tangible outcomes of such processes as innovation as interdisciplinary interaction and
learning processes are valuable experiences that do not always manifest directly in outcomes that
can be measured. Drawing from cases of artscience programs and qualitative interviews with
program managers, scientists, and artists, this article explores how artscience collaboration in an
organization adds value and helps overcome organizational challenges regardless of such
outcomes. By shifting the focus from the outcome to the process of artscience collaboration, it is
possible to discover in more depth value‐added contributions of artscience experiences on an
individual level (e.g., new ways of knowing and thinking, understanding of materials and
processes, and learning). Moreover, such contributions tell stories of connecting the process of
artscience programs to the organizations’ goals of developing a new generation of leaders and
driving a more adaptive, innovative culture. These benefits of artscience opportunities need to be
supported by managerial activities in the organization. Thus, it enables a more differentiated
understanding of possible contributions of artscience collaboration to organizations and helps to
define the best model to create such opportunities. The article also recommends future research
directions to further advance artscience collaboaration, especially in light of pertinent movements
such as STEAM and Open Innovation, and promising developments in related fields such as neuro‐
aesthetics.
Keywords: artscience collaboration; artist‐in‐residence; artist residency program; arts‐based
initiatives; artscience; interdisciplinary collaboration; art and technology; art and innovation

1. Introduction
Just like society and individuals, organizations today are confronted with global challenges from
climate change to digitization in private, public, and work life, from antibiotic resistance to
microplastics in the food chain and growing waste problems, from widening income disparity to the
paradox between an interconnected world and the rising forces of nationalism. Organizations are
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searching for ways to address these issues and provide solutions. They also have to face additional
challenges of competition from rapid developments in or even outside their fields, often posing threat
of obsolescence. They need to keep the ever‐increasing pace of developments in technology and
digitization, while encumbered by legacy systems, existing structures and outdated mode of
decision‐making. They need to invest in new opportunities and create spaces for innovation.
Moreover, they need to identify and internalize new approaches in order to adapt their culture,
structure, and management systems to external changes.
Arts‐based initiatives (ABI) or artistic interventions in general have been brought into
organizational (especially corporate) contexts to address these challenges named above. ABIs have
been investigated by management and organization scholars throughout the last two decades, as
interventions and initiatives on all organizational levels in order to add value and create change, in
areas including product development, human resources, learning processes, and organizational
development [1–5]. Various theoretical angles have been used to analyze ABIs and their effects in
organizations [e.g., 6–8]. Various forms of ABIs have been explored in organizational settings: it is
possible to bring in the artwork, bring in the artist for direct collaboration or as consultant, or learn
from and employ the artistic process [9].
One approach to bring artists into organizations is artist‐in‐residence opportunities. In such
programs, artists are invited into organizations to spend a certain amount of time working there.
These periods can be short‐term for a few weeks or long‐term for a few months up to a year.
Especially in long‐term residencies, artists are often not expected to be in the organization on a daily
basis, and the intensity of collaboration can vary in different phases: there can be phases when the
artist spends time at his/her own atelier or on other projects, while there are other phases of intense
collaboration and joint project development. The roles of the artists in residence also vary: sometimes
their presence is connected to specific projects or departments; sometimes they are collaborating with
individual employees for a long period; sometimes they give workshops; yet other times they aim to
produce an artwork. These residency opportunities are created to open a space for an ABI that goes
beyond consultancy or single workshops with an artist. It allows for conversations, collaboration and
ongoing exchange. In most artist‐in‐residence programs in organizational contexts, the artist is more
than a resident who learns and gets access to the experience and opportunities at this new place, but
also one who co‐creates and collaborates and thus induces learning and change in the host
organization as well [10]. Thus, artist‐in‐residence programs are an ideal means to foster processes
and collaborations on pressing topics, innovation, and organizational challenges and often take place
within the setting of research, development, and science [11].
As interdisciplinary approaches are essential to tackling complex problems [12], opportunities
that facilitate artscience collaboration and bring in artistic perspectives relating to society and culture
can play a vital role in addressing the challenges organizations are confronted with. The resulting
interaction between artists and organizational employees from diverse disciplinary backgrounds—
scientists, engineers, and managers—is understood as an important contribution to fostering
individual creativity, new insights, and new perspectives on issues within organizational or scientific
fields [13]. As a systematic way to enable these interactions, artist‐in‐residence programs are gaining
popularity among both governments and organizations, which invest in these opportunities [14–17]
and integrate them in the organizational structure [10]. Among the most notable examples, the
STARTS (Science + Technology + Arts) initiative funded by the European Commission is an important
first pan‐Europe governmental step to support such interdisciplinary actions. STARTS funded
programs include: the STARTS Prize that has been awarded to innovative projects at the intersection
of art, science, technology, and society yearly since 2016 [18], the Vertigo project that aims to support
and fund at least 45 artscience residencies and is developing a web platform [19], and the FEAT
(Future Emerging Art and Technology) activity [20] that provides opportunities for different
residency formats in the field of emerging technologies.
1.1. The Emergence of Artscience Interaction through Artist‐in‐Residence Programs
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Residency of artists in organizations, especially in their research and development (short: R&D)
laboratories or departments, as a mechanism for experimentation and interdisciplinary exchange
began to draw a lot of attention over half a century ago. In the late 1960s engineer Billy Klüver
initiated a program called Experiments in Art and Technology (short: E.A.T.) for collaborations between
artists and engineers at Bell Labs (then AT&T Bell Telephone Laboratories, now Nokia Bell Labs) [21].
This program was preceded by a pioneering collaboration on sound in the early 1930s, and by
residence of individual artists at Bell Labs in the 1950s. Maurice Tuchman, curator at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art (LACMA), developed the Art & Technology Program that provided residencies
for artists in industrial corporations starting in 1970 [22]. These two residency programs focused
mainly on interdisciplinary exchange, providing artists with access to upcoming technologies and
industrial applications while creating spaces of exploration for artists, scientists, and engineers alike
[23]. In 1965, artists John Latham and Barbara Steveni conceived the Artist Placement Group (short:
APG) in London. The program aimed at creating change in (corporate and governmental)
organizations through “artist placements”, which resembled residencies. The idea was to bring artists
into organizations focusing on the artistic process inducing change, as opposed to an outcome‐
oriented strategy. Influenced by ideas of chaos theory, cybernetics, and system theory, Latham
theorized a “butterfly effect”, meaning that the presence of an artist in such an organization will
automatically lead to change in a non‐pre‐determined way [24,25].
Although leaders in the arts and technology movement and artists of the APG were articulate
about their aims and theoretical ideas of how and why these residencies would be beneficial to artists,
scientists, and engineers [22,26,27] alike, and how the process would evolve and affect fields and
organizations, it was difficult to get the residencies going. Most residency programs went dormant
in the late 1970s due to lack of tangible outcomes in terms of contribution to the hosting organizations
or immediately visible change processes [24]. Nevertheless, scientific organizations, especially
universities in the U.S.A., became interested in the idea of artscience collaboration, and important
centers for interdisciplinary collaborations between artists, engineers, and scientists developed.
These included early programs at University of Illinois, Ohio State University, New York University,
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [28]; and over the course of the following
decades, MIT Media Lab, in particular, developed as a leading group in the field of artscience
collaboration. Additionally, an interdisciplinary academic discussion between art and technology in
the journal Leonardo emerged. However, as the hybrid outcomes of such collaborations are
interdisciplinary and thus not strictly classifiable in art, science, or technology, and thus the tangible
outcome for engineers was difficult to demonstrate; and the emerging media art as well as other
technology art were difficult to contextualize in contemporary art, the movement experienced
difficulties to spread [28,29].
In the 1980s organizational studies and business scholars finally started to explore the
opportunities of art in organizations. The Standing Conference on Organizational Symbolism in 1985 in
Antibes, France triggered the first batch of publications on the topic, which influenced the
development of the field of organizational aesthetics [e.g., 30–32]. The interdisciplinary symposium
on art and economy at the 2nd Buchberger Kunstgespräche took place in Austria in 1986 [33].
Additionally, at the Venice Biennale in the mid‐1980s an interest in art and science emerged,
represented in a large percentage by computer art and thus exposing the topic to a wider audience.
When the personal computer became available to a broader community in the 1990s, it again spurred
increased interest in the junction of art and technology within the arts community as well as among
the general public [28].
The possibility of cross‐fertilization between the intellectual fields of art and science, and to a
large extent in upcoming technologies, was partly what led Xerox to introduce an artist‐in‐residence
program at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center), their innovation center (the program named
PAIR for PARC’s Artist‐in‐Residence) [34]. The idea was in recognition of insights, challenges, and
new perspectives that artists can bring to the R&D process, as well as the aesthetic dimension that is
produced in such innovative art pieces and the demands of artists producing these artworks.
“Unusual art pieces of today can become core media models not many years from now”, says John
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Seely Brown [35]. Some of the experiments achieved visible realization in the 1960s, making
important contributions to the use of new technologies in scientific methodologies, or creating new
art forms using technical devices [23]. Moreover, PAIR was designed as an experiment “to keep
PARC both a leader in innovation and relevant to the corporation” [35]. As an experiment it was
successful as it became a role model for artist‐in‐residence programs in corporate R&D departments
and an essential example that has been referred to in management and organizational studies.
Permeating current conversations about the necessity for organizations and management to
solve problems with innovative approaches, to cope with environmental change, and to keep pace
with technological developments is a keen sense of urgency for innovation and creativity in
economies and policies. Artist‐in‐residence programs that facilitate interdisciplinary interactions in
R&D are a promising opportunity to create fruitful interventions [10,14]. Additionally, scientists and
engineers need to look beyond the borders of their own disciplines to approach complex questions
in their fields and to make their work relevant within society; and artists have a rising interest in
science and technology—both as new artistic media and for their essential implications on society.
These forces have fueled interest in artscience interactions from the perspectives of the individuals
and society, as seen in the growth of artscience festivals and symposia around the world, in the
curation of the Milan Triennale 2019 “Broken Nature: Design Takes on Human Survival” and Venice
Biennale 2019 “May You Live in Interesting Times”, in funding opportunities like European
Commission’s STARTS program and in the “STEM to STEAM” movement in education. (STEM
stands for the subjects of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics and STEAM is the
abbreviation for incorporating the arts into STEM, an approach especially advocated in education in
order to enable personal development and skills beyond rational and analytical thinking.) [36,37]
In his prominent articles in the journal IEEE Spectrum about the E.A.T. program [26,27], engineer
Nilo Lindgren pointed to resulting innovation as major contribution by the interdisciplinary
collaboration between artists, scientists, and engineers, and noted the possibility to change traditional
ways of working in artistic, scientific and engineering fields. Both aspects have become important
growth imperatives and leadership mandates in the current business environment, so these ideas
find a wider audience today. Thus, interest in and realization of artist‐in‐residence programs grew in
the last decade in diverse organizational settings.
Nevertheless, direct tangible outcomes that can be claimed as innovations are still rare. Often,
changes in processes and enriched creativity through experiences in artscience collaboration affect
outcomes after the collaboration process has finished. ABIs often occur on a personal level as part of
learning processes or at interpersonal level because this is where most ABIs take place [38]. Thus,
reflections on the effects of ABIs are sometimes connected to ideas of impacts of encounter with the
arts (personal and societal) from an art theoretical perspective [39], based on theoretical
understanding of what art is and can do, whereas outcomes in terms of personal learning, change,
and enriching experiences are difficult to measure. Physical hybrid outputs of art and science are
difficult to evaluate, and artworks produced during residency phases are often not directly relevant
to the organization’s aims. Measurement was difficult even in successful previous programs which
yielded directly relevant outcomes in later years, for example, in the development of hybrid
disciplines like computer graphics or applications of technologies beyond their original intentions
[23,40]. So why should organizations continue to invest in artscience collaboration and pursue
initiatives that enable these interdisciplinary encounters?
1.2. Finding an Organizational Perspective on Supporting ArtScience Collaboration
For most organizations, notions of “innovation” and “creativity” are still too vague and not
specific enough to justify investment in an artscience collaboration opportunity or a program for
regular artist‐in‐residence projects, if it is not possible to expect measurable outcome. Cases of
personal development and innovative approaches through artscience experiences [13] and studies of
the link between learning in artistic and scientific disciplines and individual creativity [41,42] are an
important first step, but still leave open questions of relating these effects to the organizational
processes and goals. Why is it important to create these opportunities within an organization and
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what are specific experiences of individuals in artscience collaboration that are valuable for the
organization?
Additionally, residency programs must be planned carefully and integrated into the
organization so that relevant effects can manifest [14]. This means that space and activities to reflect
and integrate outcomes afterwards need to be guaranteed. Intermediaries like agencies, curators,
mediators, and program managers are central to the impact and successful incorporation of an artistic
residency in an organization [10] and the artscience collaboration process [43]. Professional
consultants can fill this gap, though organizations need to be able to reflect on outcomes to allow
potential experiences and learning from the ABI process to be internalized in the organization [44].
Drawing from research on artscience collaboration, with its relevance for both artists and
scientists, and relating this to organizational needs and goals, especially innovation, will help to take
a first step towards a more coherent argument for artscience collaboration in organizations, especially
corporates:
 Organizations aim at hiring the best scientists and employees, keeping them motivated and
providing them with structures and resources they need to do their job in the best way they
can.
 Organizations want to create innovative services and products for their clients and
customers, provide them with the best solutions, and make them known to their current and
future customers.
 Organizations need to overcome challenges posed by fast‐paced technological advances,
market shifts and social changes. They need flexibility and agility, and future visions that
align with their environment and stakeholders.
Above that, organizations have to cope with internal structures, processes, organizational
blindness, change, and cultural issues, which are all aspects ABIs in general can potentially tackle [6].
How can artscience opportunities as specific form of ABIs be related to these issues?
Starting from experiences in laboratories and one‐to‐one artscience collaborations, connections
will be made between individual learning processes through personal experiences in these
opportunities and the organizations’ needs shown above. Careful understanding and management
of how the openness in artistic and scientific/research processes can be intertwined and harvested
within this organizational logic, regardless of immediate tangible outcomes, will help to create
impactful artscience opportunities that are relevant for artists, scientists, organizations, and their
stakeholders.
2. Approach and Data Base
The methodological approach to examining connections in the dynamic and open process
between artists and scientists (which is designed to create something valuable for both parties in the
first place) developed as follows. First, cases of artscience collaborations were researched and
analyzed to understand the processes and effects of these interdisciplinary exchanges and their
relevance to the participating parties. How did these interactions benefit artists and scientists and
their learning processes? What do they see respectively as relevant? Additionally, as most cases take
place in organizations, they were asked about their perception of how the program relates to the
organization, their work in the organization, and where they encounter difficulties to realize that
relevance in the organization. Program managers, curators, and facilitators were interviewed to
contribute their experience and their point of view on these processes as well. An overview of the
contributions of artscience projects to individual development and organizational transformation
gleaned from the interviews will be presented in Section 3. These findings will then be discussed in
relation to the existing literature on ABIs. Second, therefore, research on ABIs was analyzed towards
an understanding of how they in general benefit organizations and what organizational theories were
used to identify a better connection between the effects of ABIs and organizational needs, especially
within corporations. Artscience collaborations within university settings are not so tightly bound to
this kind of organizational logic because the individual benefit to the scientists engaged in artscience
collaboration is in many cases more important; and individuals decide differently about engaging in
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artscience than organizations do. Third, cases of artscience collaboration in organizations were
analyzed in order to understand the connection between individual artscience collaboration
processes and related organizational benefit. Such analysis has been derived from primary research
in this project. In each of these cases interviews were conducted with different parties of the artscience
project or program, followed up with official reports and presentations in other media. Five of these
cases will be presented as five stories of artscience programs in Section 4 to impart insights into the
model with concrete examples. Bringing all these steps together, a more comprehensive
understanding from an organizational perspective will be formed to discuss managerial challenges.
The research into the impact and management of artscience collaboration draws on research
Claudia Schnugg has been conducting during the past four years, including participative observation
of processes and semi‐structured qualitative interviews with artists, scientists, researchers, engineers,
and managers (including curators and intermediaries) [45], corroborated with BeiBei Song’s research
and teaching in innovation and leadership, and similar interviews and curation in science and
technology art. Schnugg has formally conducted 58 qualitative interviews between October 2016 and
April 2018. Forty‐seven interviews were digitally recorded and accompanied with handwritten notes,
and nine interviews were captured in handwritten notes (further questions during transcription
checked with the interviewees for clarification), whereas two interviews took place via email. Hence,
two interviews took place in a written form via email, the other 56 interviews took place in person or
via teleconference system, and all 58 interviews were followed by thick descriptions of each case.
Seventeen interviews took place with artists, 15 with project/program managers and curators, eight
with artists experienced in artscience collaboration who later became artscience program managers,
and 18 with scientists who experienced collaborations with the artists interviewed or were part of
one of the artscience programs. Additional conversations about the experience took place with other
contributors to artscience processes observed or managed by the authors which were captured in
hand‐written notes. Most of the managers, curators, and artists were involved in multiple projects
whereas many of the engineers and scientists have experienced only one or two of these processes.
From the interviews that represent cases or artist‐in‐residence programs in organizations,
descriptions were written up and checked back with the interview partners. Additionally, Schnugg
was following the documents and presentations about the cases and programs to develop a more
comprehensive understanding of how the individual stakeholders understand what they are doing
and why. The cases and programs cover corporate and scientific organizations, and interviewed
individuals come from a diverse background: mostly from Europe and North America, but some also
from Australia, Asia, and South America.
The cases discussed by the artists, scientists, and program managers interviewed took place in
18 different programs: at universities, scientific organizations, corporate organizations, and cultural
organizations. Most interview partners could report about several artscience experiences with
different partners and in diverse formal programs. Only a few of the cases described by one of the
artists and two of the scientists did not take place within an artscience program, but were one‐time
opportunities created by the artist and scientist to collaborate with each other. Most of the cases took
place as residencies with a duration of between one and twelve months. Additionally, a few long‐
term collaborations were created as fellowships for the artist at the laboratory or went on after a first
residency phase. This myriad sampling provides a wide range of formats and helps one understand
the processes and value‐adds of artscience interactions from the diverse and interdisciplinary
perspectives involved in such activities. Ongoing discussions of observations and experiences with
curators of artscience processes and programs in organizations further stimulate the development of
the ideas and interpretation of the material.
3. Value‐Added of ArtScience Collaboration from an Organizational Perspective
Organizational scholars have shown that most effects of ABIs happen on the personal level
through personal interaction with art or the artist. Thereby, a series of effects were identified through
meta‐analysis of case studies. These effects range from individual learning processes, to heightened
communication skills, or new insights. Such effects then can induce changes on the interpersonal
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level like better communication, addressing conflicts, and sharing values; and even reach the
organizational level by impacting organizational visions, change processes, and outreach. Beyond
that there are certain organizational goals that can be addressed through ABIs without their effects
on an individual level. These can be organizational communication through artworks or artistic
contributions that are consultative [3–5]. As a meta‐analysis shows [38], previous studies also
indicated that arts‐based initiatives can have impacts on the organization’s surroundings or create
and enrich the organization’s external relationships.
Thus, starting from the individual level, the analysis of the interviews and cases points to
substantial contributions relevant to organizational and managerial discussions [45], as well as
innovation insights:
3.1. Personal/Interpersonal Learning and Leadership Development










As art approaches topics and projects with processes and skills that are different from
scientific disciplinary processes and skills, these collaborations can help contextualize these
topics and projects and help scientists and organizational actors to understand their work
differently in these contexts (contextualization), which can even induce meaning to their
understanding of their work (meaningful work theory);
The collaboration and interaction of actors from such different fields, disciplines, and
environments helps to create new social and organizational networks; transform existing
fields into new ones and engage the actors in them; and accumulate new connections,
whether tight or loose (strong and weak ties);
The aesthetic dimension of artscience collaboration can improve communication of
concepts, contexts or phenomena through the aesthetic power of art; additionally, the
interdisciplinary discourse between artists and scientists helps to build up diverse
communication skills and improve personal communication;
Collaborative processes of artists and scientists as well as artistic and scientific combination
or reproductions of ideas can lead to sense‐making processes and support sense‐giving
processes, thus help to understand different perspectives on issues or interpretation
possibilities of data through new ways of thinking;
Artscience collaboration is one form of interdisciplinary collaboration that can contribute to
work processes on complex issues, support learning processes to enhance cross‐functional
collaboration skills and enhance problem‐solving processes for complex challenges.

3.2. Organizational Learning, Innovation Process, and Cultural Transformation










Artscience interactions can constitute liminal spaces for experimentation, serving as a
tangible vessel of exploration (Exploitation vs. Exploration concept);
Such liminal spaces can help induce or realize change, facilitating discovery of possibilities
that the company’s core business would not have dreamed of;
They can also be a platform for sensing internal and external innovation opportunities;
The engagement of artists increases variance and divergent thinking, enhancing ideation
quality and problem‐solving potential;
The interaction of art and science allows collaboration partners to experience the other
profession’s approach and thus tackle dimensions of organizational aesthetics, such as
getting in touch with embodied knowledge, internalized work processes, and
understanding of materials;
The artscience process induces or enables change, enhances the creative process and
promotes conditions allowing individuals to be more innovative and more resourceful;
Artscience initiatives can have a signaling effect of the organization’s culture, attracting and
retaining the best talent and encouraging employees to behave with innovative mindset;
The individual and interpersonal learning brought about by artscience collaboration may
also accumulate to achieve a shared perception of “how we do things around here”,
gradually changing without top‐down mandate.
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An interesting insight emerged from the analysis of the interviews and cases. Instead of arguing
that artscience collaboration led to an immediate creative outcome, it uncovered its effects of fostering
creativity through personal learning, as well as enhancing other individual, interpersonal, and
organizational factors [45] that are fundamental enablers of creativity [46]. This points to an important
change in understanding the contribution of artscience to organizational innovation and creativity:
the immediate outcome of an artscience collaboration—be it an artwork, a hybrid outcome in‐
between art and science, or an artistic contribution to a research project—is neither the
comprehensive nor the fully representative contribution of artscience opportunities to creativity and
innovation in an organization.
Similarly, most research into ABIs has pointed towards leadership development as a key effect
of ABI investment [e.g., 47,48], with the organizations gaining important skills and abilities to cope
with new scenarios and complex situations. More specifically, reflections into theoretical approaches
in organizational research regarding ABIs show their effects beyond immediate outcomes. These
include the contribution of ABIs in sense‐making and mindfulness in organizations [8]; their
contributions to experiencing meaningful work [49]; their contributions to creative processes and
organizational change through liminality and rites of passage [50]; and their relevance concerning
materiality in learning in organizational contexts [51], organizational aesthetics [52], and embodied
cognition [53–55]. Such literature already reveals the entanglement of effects on individual levels with
organizational needs and goals. This indicates the value of the process between artists and
organizational members as it makes essential contributions to individual and interpersonal learning,
helping staff to cope with organizational challenges, navigate change and achieve organizational
goals.
Not surprisingly, these effects are being validated and corroborated by discoveries of
neuroscience in the areas of learning, leadership and innovation. For example, psychologists and
cognitive scientists uncovering the biological processes of creativity emphasize the importance of
“primary process thinking”, an unstructured, visual mental activity which can lead to “remote
associations” or “long paths of association” by connecting ideas or facts that are not typically related
[56]. Neuroscientists and neuro‐leadership scholars have found that sudden insights, which are often
the beginning of radical inventions and breakthrough solutions to difficult problems, are more likely
to occur when the brain is under certain key conditions: a quiet mind, inward looking, slightly happy,
and not focused directly on the problem [57–60]. Also known as an epiphany or a eureka or “Aha!”
moment, an insight can be understood as “a sudden comprehension that solves a problem,
reinterprets a situation, explains a joke, or resolves an ambiguous percept” [61]. By forming and
manifesting new combinations of existing memories and data from the non‐conscious mind, it
emerges quickly into awareness instead of through linear cognitive processing. Engaging with art
and learning the artistic process very much lend itself to such uncommon associations and conditions
of relaxation, calmness and sensory awareness, which are conducive to creativity, innovation and
leadership problem solving even when the individual is not working on a directly‐relevant science,
engineering or business problem.
In addition, there has been growing recognition of the power of emotions and senses in many
aspects of business and organizational life: from product design and consumer purchasing decisions
[62,63] to social dynamics [64] and workplace culture [65]. The brain’s capacity for perception,
cognition, creativity, and collaboration decreases under emotional threat [66]. Practicing direct
experience (also known as mindfulness) by being present in the moment and paying close attention
to the senses helps regulate emotions [67]. Art is one of the most effective means to train one’s sensory
circuitry and emotional intelligence, which contributes to workplace wellbeing internally and
bolsters brand loyalty in the marketplace.
New world realities call for a new type of leader—one with a sense of meaning, flexible mindset,
and a way of communicating with authenticity. The effects identified above demonstrate the power
of ABIs in cultivating such leaders. As these effects and values from ABIs surface in the experience
of artscience collaboration in organizations, it is a matter of space, reflection, and integration into the
organization during and after the experience [44] that relevant outcomes can be harvested. These can
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range from innovation to organizational culture to the organization’s ability to cope with
environmental change. Thereby, the individual artscience collaboration process can be as open as
needed for the artistic and scientific goals to be pursued, and through careful framing of the format
and integration of outcomes and processes in the organizational setting important contributions can
be made that go beyond effects on the individual level. The artscience programs shown below are
cases where the individual logic of a valuable artscience opportunity is integrated with that of the
organizational logic, enabling both to flourish.
4. Five Stories of ArtScience Programs in Organizations
The following five stories are five examples of the artscience programs investigated via
interviews with several participants and parties in the projects, and additional informal conversations
with the initiators and heads of the programs. The development of the programs has been followed
via media and publications after the interviews. The workshops of the program presented in 4.4. also
have been evaluated and participatory observation was made of the first workshop.
4.1. Organizational Vision, Experiences, Complementary Thinking Processes, Visionary Approaches to
Product Development
Following the footsteps of the previously mentioned E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology)
program active in the 1960s and 1970s, the initiative was revived a few years ago [68]. Drawing on
the rich experience of Bell Labs in the 1960s, it was immediately understood that the contribution of
such a program lies beyond direct outcomes of the residencies in terms of artworks or research
projects, but in experiences, new perspectives, and the way artists explore ideas and address issues
of contemporary society [69]. Additionally, innovative or hybrid outcomes of such collaborations
could become valuable only retrospectively. The head of this revived and re‐designed residency
program Domhnaill Hernon points out that the program is valuable for Bell Labs because artists have
a special ability to make theoretical approaches and ideas observable and put them into expressive
forms. This contributes to one of the organization’s goals to create a new language that allows for
sharing emotions. The artistic practice and artistic research process enable new ways to explore
relevant research questions and to create a dialogue within the organization and with the researchers
and engineers. The focus of the program is on long‐term collaboration and interaction. Residency
artists are invited to spend a collaborative phase at Bell Labs for twelve months, which can be
extended through a commissioned realization of a proposed artwork/project afterwards.
With awareness of this potential, the E.A.T. program additionally finds an important angle to
connect it with their organizational vision. Art creates experiences, is entangled with aesthetics,
employs different sensory impressions, and—bringing relevance to business—reflects a human‐
centered perspective on technology, society, and culture. Thus, Domhnaill Hernon [70] credits E.A.T.
program’s essential contribution to Nokia Bell Labs with the artists’ ability to bring the “human
component” into the development of technology. It is important to them not only to develop
technology for engineering questions, but also to create technology that is relevant for humans and
society to express themselves and experience communication as humans.
4.2. Innovation, Creativity, Creative Processes, New Perspectives, Motivation, Exploration of Needs of
Future Stakeholders
Noah Weinstein founded the artist‐in‐residence program at Autodesk in 2012. Named Pier 9
Artist‐in‐Residence Program [71], it hosted (growing) cohorts of over fifteen residency artists and other
creatives, each for four months. The invited artists‐in‐residence (anyone who has a creative practice
to their work) got access and training to use the Pier 9 workshop and were supported in handling
Autodesk technologies. As Noah Weinstein explained, the residency was designed as a place for
creative and experimental exchange. The idea was to bring together different creative practices and
perspectives on projects and technologies, and to create an exchange between the creatives and
Autodesk employees. The process was very free, and the artworks produced at the end were
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presented in a final art show at Pier 9 and as “Instructables” [72]—open access instructions on their
webpage to reproduce them.
In this process, artists‐in‐residence got opportunities to exchange their ideas and work practices
with each other and with employees. They were guided by employees to work with the hardware
and software at Autodesk to explore their limits, re‐arrange functionalities, and alter technologies to
reach the artistic goal. The experience of creative processes and artistic perspectives, the collaboration
to reach an artistic goal and the creation of an explorative space all worked together to produce new
experiences, motivate, inspire curiosity and stimulate enthusiasm, which in the end led to creative
processes and innovation [73]. This would leave the tangible outcome of the program as art—which
was also important for the artists—while enhancing the work process and boosting motivation of the
employees, which could result in innovation. There could be other unexpected benefits too, like new
directions in the security department [45]. Although this was a successful concept, there was also an
interest in the company to test a new approach to create technologically or industrially relevant
outcomes. In 2018, the artist‐in‐residence program was changed to an innovator‐in‐residence
program that would more directly produce innovative outcomes [73]. The new program invites
thought leaders and a diverse group of innovators to use the facilities [74]. The explorative space is
still provided, but innovators, start‐ups, and private research groups are invited to explore their
ideas.
4.3. Social Environment, Organizational Goals, Future Vision, and Experimentation
The Ginkgo Creative Residency [75] at Ginkgo Bioworks was created by biodesigner Natsai
Audrey Chieza, founder of Faber Futures [76], and scientist and communicator Christina Agapakis
at Ginkgo Bioworks. The residency program offers a fully funded three‐month residency (the
artist/designer/creator is at a position on the same level as the scientists, including pay) and aims at
addressing common goals and visions of Ginkgo Bioworks in collaboration with resident artists:
explore “innovative ways to design with biology” and “the potential and implications of synthetic
biology” [77]. The residencies are offered to engage people in interdisciplinary collaboration to push
the frontier of the field and apply critical thinking to design‐driven problem solving. Thereby
innovation is not expected as direct outcome but rather as collateral benefit through joint
experimentation and exploration of the field and through creation of new experiences with new
perspectives and processes. Additionally, the founders of the residency program point to the
opportunity these projects provide to communicate with a wider audience about a broadly unknown
field of research and development, to start a dialogue, and to educate and engage them. They feel
this conversation with the audience, which goes beyond traditional campaigning, is necessary due to
the newness of this scientific and business field.
4.4. Visions for Communication, Exchange with Society and Next Generation, Contextualization
The STEAM Imaging project created by Bianka Hofmann in collaboration with her colleagues at
Fraunhofer MEVIS in 2017 [78], which will be hosted again by the Institute for Digital Medicine
Fraunhofer MEVIS in 2019 [79], has been smartly integrated into the science communication of the
organization by going beyond superficial ideas of communicating through art. It starts with an
exchange between the artist, the scientists and staff at the organization. The artist will get into a
dialogue with the scientists and staff to produce an artwork tackling research. In this process,
interesting spaces for discussing research, its context, ethics, and possible implications can open up.
Additionally, the outcome and the collaboration with the artist are cleverly interwoven with
communication strategies and educational initiatives for high school students. As Hofmann [80]
describes, the cutting‐edge research and technology the organization is working with needs new
models of communication to be discussed outside the research community and understood in a
broader society. Contextualization through artscience projects provides an opportunity to discuss
with new audiences and create scenarios involving the research to which the audiences can relate.
The interdisciplinary artscience workshops for school students aged between 12 and 15 years
old are part of an initiative by Fraunhofer called “Talent School” and based on software and research
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at the Institute for Digital Medicine Fraunhofer MEVIS. The workshops are developed and realized
in collaboration with the incoming artist. They aim to create an understanding of the interplay of
disciplines in medical scientific research, including aesthetic dimensions. Above fostering their
talents and interests through this experience, these workshops should create a contextual
understanding of the science and technological investigation being done and enable an
“intergenerational dialogue” [80,81]. Through both the workshop and the residency, which includes
the production of an artwork, spaces for exchange, exploration and new perspectives are opened in
which experts, artists and stakeholders are invited to discuss and engage. These stakeholders are the
broader audience and school students representing the next generation.
4.5. Organizational Culture, Human Resources, and Organizational Mission
The residency program for artists and designers at the private Earth imaging company Planet
Labs [82] was initiated and managed for five years (until 2018) by artist Forest Stearns. Artists are
invited to spend three months at the organization. They define their interest within the organization
and develop an artistic project within their residency phase, guided by the residency manager. The
potential of humanizing the organization’s scientific vision and the motivational effects on employees
are central to this program. The effects on the organizational culture, which encourages employees
to think beyond disciplinary borders (or the limits of a given project) and to approach topics in a
more open manner, are key reasons of keeping the program going.
Forest Stearns further explains the effects of the artist‐in‐residence program he experienced in
his time as residency manager, on hiring, inclusion, and employee retention [45]. One major
observation was that organizations are in competition with each other to employ the best scientists
and engineers. The artist‐in‐residence program in the free and explorative way as it is advertised, has
been named by a number of scientists and engineers as one of the reasons that they applied for a
position in this specific company—the support for artistic expression and projects is a sign for a
certain open culture in the organization, which hopefully also allows scientists and engineers to
express innovative thoughts and to realize some of their approaches based on out‐of‐the‐box
thinking. Additionally, inviting artists with residency opportunities has been experienced as catalyst
for cultural inclusion. The notion of inclusion has become more tangible within the organizational
culture, as new personalities and artistic expressions are always experienced and included in the
organizational life. Lastly, Forest Stearns found that the artist‐in‐residence program contributed to
employee retention, even for employees who do not actively collaborate with incoming artists. The
experience of the art and conversations about the projects can contribute to relaxation and delight
breaks.
5. Implications for Organizational ArtScience Initiatives and Managerial Challenges
Investigation into the individual processes of collaborative artscience projects and the stories
about artscience programs in organizations reflect general findings of research on ABIs in
organizations: that the interaction happens mainly on the personal and interpersonal levels [3]. This
is the level where most effects have been found. These effects of the interaction between incoming
artists and employees in the organization can be understood from multiple theoretical perspectives
relevant to organizational culture, human resource development, innovation and creativity, strategic
development, products, and vision [4]. For example, seeing organizations as a set of practices [83] can
help to understand the contributions of individual learning and interpersonal experiences in
artscience collaboration to organizational needs.
More specific research on creativity and artist‐in‐residence program has shown that creativity
does not spread by only inviting artists into an organization, and that there has to be space for
interaction and exchange [84]. Creative ideas and innovation, even completely unexpected output,
can emerge from the collaborative process that is based on interaction where “everyone contributes
from their perspective and experiences” [85]. The artist’s perspective and experiences bring a new
point of view into the discussion within an organization, whereas the employees’ experiences and
perspectives can be fresh and inspiring to the artist. Such artscience initiatives barely deliver final
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answers or definite solutions to problems, but can open up new opportunities, ask different
questions, point to new ways, engage different groups in a new way, and add to personal learning.
Sometimes outcomes directly stem from these interactions, especially when they are set up as
problem‐solving opportunities, but in most cases the effects of the learning processes on the
development of current or future projects of the scientist, the artist, or in the organization can mainly
be identified retrospectively. Already Latham argued for system thinking to understand the
opportunities for development artist‐in‐residence programs generate [24]; and organizational
theorists point out that systemic perspectives also allow for better understanding of artistic
contributions and effects of engagement with art in organizations [86]. Nevertheless, engagement in
terms of reflection on the experience after the artscience interaction ended, integration of the effects
in work processes and possible projects inspired by it is essential to allow for sustainable
contributions [44]. This largely depends on how leadership supports the learning processes and
integration of effects [38]. The cases also show that the effects on the individual level need to be
related to organizational goals and communicated through managerial arguments to give them space
to grow. It is part of leadership and management responsibilities to understand and integrate the
process and effects of artscience opportunities on the individual level with organizational needs and
goals.
Leadership and management also must be able to communicate the value of the contribution
beyond physical or tangible outcomes. Although it is difficult to measure a direct connection between
the employees’ experience and their future work processes, project ideas, or enhanced ability to deal
with complex issues, mechanisms can be put in place to facilitate, document and track their reflections
and manifested changes. Such mechanisms not only deepen individual learning, but also encourage
connection with and reinforcement of organizational needs and goals. They facilitate attention to and
broader understanding of the transformation initiated through ABIs and thus make their impact
explicit. A question frequently asked of artscience programs and ABIs in general are their “ROI”
(Return on Investment). In addition to whatever quantitative return that may be appropriate
depending on the nature and objectives of the program, qualitative return should be considered and
asserted. As the corporate world becomes more conscious of its social and environmental
responsibilities in addition to profit‐making, and frameworks such as “Triple Bottom Line” gain
acceptance, measuring a firm’s impact on People and the Planet in addition to its Profit, efforts can
be made to map the ROI of artscience programs and ABIs to broader bottom‐line evaluations.
The creation of successful artscience programs that are also perceived as such internally in the
organization is an intimate process depending on the organizational culture, goals, research, and
structures (including available facilities). Thus, intense planning, curation, and facilitation are
essential for the success of the program [10,45]. This comprises definition of the goal of the artscience
program, design of its formats, integration and reflection within the organization, space for
employees to engage, communication strategies, selection of the artists, and careful curation of the
process. Programs with limited space, resources, and engagement opportunities do not satisfy
expectations nor do they contribute much to personal learning, or appreciation of the initiative
through participating individuals. Therefore, managers have to understand the specificity and
context of their organization—there is no one best way [87]—and understand what the positive
notion of collaboration means: “a process of shared decision making in which all parties” take part
voluntarily, constructively explore differences, commit to the process, and “develop a joint strategy
for action” [88]. Managers also need to be aware of responsibilities and hierarchies within the
organization and help the collaborators to overcome possible structural issues, because trust and the
ability to stay true to one’s personal perspective on the topic are essential.
Diverse approaches are possible for creating artscience interactions in organizations: artist‐in‐
residence programs, artists as part of the project team or laboratory, long‐term one‐to‐one artscience
relationships, short‐term collaborations, or even single encounters as quick exchange and input.
Artist‐in‐residence programs can be targeted towards artists who are interested in the organization
and its goals as such, in specific R&D projects, in specific department of the organization, or in a team,
lab or as one‐to‐one collaboration. Other opportunities can be fellowships and visiting artist (like
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visiting researcher) positions. Most important before creating opportunities is to think about the
levels on which the contribution of the artscience collaboration should take place. Finesse in the
selection and combination of people, themes, projects and relationships is important.
Since artscience collaboration in the organizational setting, and even ABIs in general, are still on
the fringe of management practice, such programs often exist in a precarious position. Some of them
rely on the backing of an executive leader who intuitively appreciates the value of art, but are subject
to cancellation when a more linear, analytical leadership takes over. Some managers may find it
difficult to make a business case for such investment, even if they personally would like such a
program. When economy goes into a down cycle, programs of this kind are also likely to be the first
ones to be cut. This is not necessarily unique to artscience or other ABIs—any “non‐core” activities,
especially future‐oriented with no immediate outcomes, are likely to encounter resistance and receive
the “axe” upon the first sign of economy softening. When the approach is novel, its advocate also
shoulders more career risk. The better known and more widely adopted the practice, the less risk it
poses to the internal champion, and the more it can be institutionalized as an integral activity of the
organization. To achieve this, it helps to redefine objectives of such investment and evaluation criteria
of its “returns”, in light of the findings and insights from our research.
6. Further Research and Future Directions
More targeted research into organizations with artscience programs and long‐term
developments associated with these initiatives will be necessary to better uncover how connections
between artscience programs and organizational needs and goals can be created and manifested, so
that such initiatives can gain more legitimacy and strategies as follow‐up to ABIs can be devised.
Research into the relevance of artscience programs for change or development of organizational
culture will help to create in‐depth understanding of how these programs are perceived and how
they can create an atmosphere of openness or contribute to employee retention as described by
researchers and program managers in the interviews. We also believe there are many opportunities
for artscience programs to evolve and further develop their potentials, by connecting and interacting
with adjacent movements in academic, business and social arenas, for synergistic growth.
6.1. Longitudinal Studies across Disciplines
Based on the initial research on connections between artscience collaboration and creativity,
personal learning, social networks, and other effects on the individual level, it will be important to
follow artscience initiatives in long‐term studies to better elaborate on their connection to innovation
and heightened creativity. This will also help to design better organizational structures to integrate
these effects and allow for future creative processes.
Historical cases that spawned new fields in art, science and technology, or contributed
essentially to the development of hybrid fields, will be helpful to understand the potential of
outcomes which are not immediately perceived as tangible innovations. These include the invention
of linear perspectives in painting during the Renaissance which fundamentally reoriented Western
society from God‐centered, dualistic, and medieval worldview to spatial, materialistic realism, and
influenced the rise of modern science [89]; Joseph Beuys’ Social Sculpture and art‐driven
transformation approach which anticipated today’s open social innovation [90]; the countercultural
ideals and bohemian spirit of the San Francisco Bay Area which gave rise to Silicon Valley’s personal
computer revolution [91]; and the art project Piazza Virtuale by Van Gogh TV presented at
Documenta in 1992, an interactive platform for TV audience, that anticipated forms of interaction on
social media platforms [92]. There were, of course, contributions to the emergence of computer
graphics and the use of computers in the production of art, sound, and performances that started in
connection with experimentations in the 1960s [21,23]. Ideas stemming from these interactions often
need further elaboration and contextualization to demonstrate their contribution. This is an area
where art historians, science historians, and business scholars can collide knowledge and
investigation, breaking out of their disciplinary silos. When art historians alone study the impact of
certain art movements or phenomena on society and commerce, they may have limited reach outside
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their very specific community. Moreover, their specific perspective, knowledge base and data lead to
research questions that lie within their field, not pushing them to detect and articulate hidden
connections and gradual effects outside their realm. Combining perspectives from art, science and
economics history may yield interesting discoveries, connecting dots, uncovering lineage and
revealing patterns of contribution art makes to scientific, technological and commercial advances that
will be heard by these different communities.
Artscience organizations active since the emergence of the modern artscience movement in the
latter half of the 20th century have had a few decades of experience. A conscious effort can be made
to reflect upon their journey, compile stories of cross‐fertilization, and evaluate and publicize their
impact on society and business. If such a study is difficult due to inadequate archiving, lack of
continuity and knowledge transfer among staff, or funding constraints, new initiatives such as
STARTS have the benefit of hindsight and opportunity to build in such mechanisms from the
beginning, with a set of criteria and measurements appropriate for their mission, periodically
reviewed and updated to reflect new realities and ambitions.
6.2. Exploration of the “Third Culture”
Additionally, there needs to be further research contextualizing hybrid outcomes of artscience
collaboration and spaces to present and discuss them. Artscience collaboration potentially spurs
interpersonal learning, overcoming cognitive biases and social dynamics (as shown exemplary
above), as the process involves meeting of individuals from different backgrounds with different
work processes, skills and perspectives. This meeting generates hybrid outcomes. It also leads to the
development of a “third culture” [93], where natural sciences and literary intellect meet, that allows
for more fluid exchange between the scientific disciplines and art, and creates new spaces both groups
can occupy, where artscience practitioners work towards [94,95]. But how does this relate to specific
disciplines and their peculiarities within society and organizations? Whereas artists can play with
fiction and challenge existing boundaries, scientists are bound to talk about facts and figures [96].
How would such a development of a third culture expand into organizations and affect their
processes and structures? Or would such a third culture help them to better communicate new fields
of activities like synthetic biology, or make them more adaptable in coping with technological
advances and digitization?
6.3. Implications of “Exponential Technologies”
As artscience collaboration is connected to the latest developments in science and technology,
with their contributions to and potential pitfalls in society, economy, and industrial practices, another
important research question is to look at how artscience collaboration can help organizations navigate
changes and issues stemming from these developments: automation, digitization, replacement of
traditional products, professions, and new ways of working. Conversely, exponential technologies
such as Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), machine/deep learning (ML/DL),
virtual/augmented/mixed reality (VR/AR/XR), 3D printing, blockchain and crypto currencies may
have implications on artscience collaboration itself: both as content to reflect on, and as adoption in
its own structure. Such technologies and digitization in general are shrinking or distorting time scales
on many levels, from product lifecycle to the spread of political/social movements. Can exponential
technologies be leveraged to create new operating models for artscience programs and ABIs? Will
they potentially shorten the long‐term time horizon henceforth required for artscience effects to
manifest? Can they be harnessed to develop new ROI business models capturing the value of arts?
6.4. New Value Propositions
New social and market forces are both demanding as well as providing opportunities for new
value propositions of artscience programs. ABIs from the 1960s already had specific goals such as
process insights, artistic exploration of industries, contribution to artworks employing new media,
and cross‐disciplinary exploration of new technological developments. However, due to difficulties
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of articulating effects, determining impact or categorizing the outcomes, their value was not fully
realized. Recent artscience programs and ABIs can draw upon advances in organization studies,
media art in society, and art history to become more impactful and to better articulate the impact. A
comparative study between these previous and more recent ABIs, along with exploration of adjacent
disciplines and related movements, could reveal how they can be improved in the future to broaden
and deepen their added value. Here are but a few promising areas:
Strategic differentiation. As the marketplace becomes increasingly crowded, and supply exceeds
demand in many industries, traditional competition‐based strategies are no longer effective for
sustainable growth. Businesses need to learn to stake out unexplored, “uncontested market space and
make the competition irrelevant” [97]. Art, in its essence, finds “differences among things that are
similar” [98]. How can its power to create experiences that are unique, exceptional and meaningful
be channeled into business strategies? This is an opportunity for new perspectives—like artistic
ones—to contribute to broader developments.
Human connection. One major difference art makes is human emotional connection. Consumers
today expect more than utility from their purchases. Products and experiences that evoke wonder,
joy, hope, and happiness, or help personal expression, can connect with consumers on a deeper level
and command a premium. This is especially pronounced with the millennial generation, about to
enter its prime spending years, who values experience more than physical possessions. The “human
component” articulated by Domhnaill Hernon underlying Nokia Bell Lab’s E.A.T. program is
relevant to many other companies and industries.
Higher purpose. Keenly aware of the challenges the world faces, due in part to industrial damages
and corporate greed, many consumers and young employees alike want to hold companies
accountable to their business practices affecting all stakeholders as well as the Planet. Big business is
also recognizing that “pursuing shareholder value is no longer enough” [88]. Despite skepticism and
challenges in measurement and implementation, frameworks such as Triple Bottom Line (TBL)
mentioned above are making inroads among organizations. Environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria are used in more and more financial investment decisions by asset managers [88]. A
new concept takes TBL even further, to Quadruple Bottom Line, adding humanistic values such as
spirituality, ethics, purpose, and culture [99,100] as a fourth factor to an organization’s reason of
being. Art has unique roles to play across all these value domains, but probably the strongest in the
fourth bottom line.
Innovation Paradigms. As engagement of artists brings new perspectives and increases variance
and divergent thinking, enhancing ideation quality and problem‐solving potential, artscience
programs can be embedded in the myriad forms of corporate innovation programs beyond
traditional R&D labs. An especially natural fit may be the open innovation paradigm, “a distributed
innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational
boundaries” [101], which may involve both the firm’s internal ideas as well as externally sourced
views from creative consumers [102] and communities of user innovators [103]. Here, the value of
artscience collaboration can presumably be more easily understood and justified.
6.5. Collaboration with Neuro‐leadership, Neuro‐aesthetics, and Other Neuroscience‐applied Fields
In addition to the aforementioned development in neuro‐leadership, neuro‐aesthetics as a
relatively recent sub‐discipline of empirical aesthetics is attracting increasing international interest,
including in the artscience community. Neuro‐aesthetics studies “the neural bases for the
contemplation and creation of a work of art” [104], understanding and explaining the aesthetic
experiences and sensory knowledge using neuroscience. These neuro‐related fields and
organizational aesthetics each emerged one or two decades ago but have not interacted much with
each other. Bringing them together presents a fertile ground for the development of each—art creates,
cultivates or facilitates the aesthetic experience; whereas neuroscience analyzes and measures such
experience. Despite its currently somewhat narrow approach reducing aesthetic experience to a set
of physical or neurological laws [105], neuro‐aesthetics may help validate artscience collaboration
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and ABIs with measurements and data, shedding more light on their connection with outcomes
relevant to the organization.
6.6. The STEAM Movement
Lastly, STEM to STEAM is currently an important discussion in the world of education. How
does this movement relate to managerial challenges and organizational strategies in their R&D
departments, human resource development, and artscience programs? Might it lead to a new kind of
incubator, either university‐initiated, independently operated or corporate‐affiliated, as a new
innovation engine, with interdisciplinary creativity in its DNA? Are there any such platforms already
in existence? Might it be integrated and streamlined with artscience programs? How might
educational institutions proactively help shape the future of work, rather than merely react to
employers’ current needs? What are the implications to organizational learning and development,
when a new breed of talents educated the STEAM way, which is better suited for tackling complex
issues organizations face, enters the workforce? What new thinking will be needed from a human
resources perspective, on their hiring, training, and retention? How might organizations redesign
their structure to both take advantage of the well‐rounded skills of these new talents and cater to
their development? These questions may lead to interesting discoveries and potential new
opportunities for artscience collaboration.
7. Conclusion
Artscience collaboration programs in organizations as a specific form of ABIs show a lot of
potential on the individual level and on the interpersonal level. Depending on their design, they can
additionally contribute to organizational goals and needs in various ways. Nevertheless, it is difficult
to measure outcomes directly and long‐term effects are difficult to determine or foresee. Thus,
artscience collaboration programs are not standardized management tools; they have to be developed
and realized carefully depending on the organizational culture, context, and needs. Additionally, as
individuals only engage in artscience collaboration if they are interested, artists and scientists need
to be motivated and understand the value for their personal development through such process.
Intertwining the different needs, artscience collaboration can be extremely valuable to all
contributing parties, to the organization as a host, to its environment and stakeholder groups, as well
as to the development of artistic and scientific fields—as many cases show. More targeted research
and broader value proposition will help better understand and demonstrate such value.
Neuroscience can be one of the new tools to validate and measure the value on human levels; and
related movements in open innovation and STEAM can help guide design of the next generation
artscience programs, and further materialize their potential.
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